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Dear Ms Pafitis

We would like to thank you for the opportunity to respond to your comments on the submitted publication, “Children’s active play: self-reported motivators, barriers and facilitators”.

Please find below our responses (in italics) to the comments. We have used the highlighter option in Word to show the changed sections in the main document.

“We have now looked over this and note that your article is related to your publication http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2458/9/253. In light of this, we ask that you cite this article within your current submission to the journal and clarify whether the study participants here come from the same group as that in your publication.”

We have now added in a reference to the above publication (Page 4, Paragraph 2, Line 7).

The study participants used in the above publication were of a different group to those used in the currently submitted publication. We have now clarified this in Paragraph 2 of the Background section (Lines 5-7) and Line 2 of the Methods section.